finding in the current study. However, we would like some points to be clarified.

First, the authors used selected questions in the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer’s Head and Neck 43 (EORTC HN43) questionnaire and the Groningen questionnaire. Although not directly asking about dry mouth, all questions in the Groningen questionnaire and more than half in the EORTC questionnaire investigate xerostomia, asking about swallowing, talking, teeth problems, and sticky saliva. As Steenbakkers et al stated, the role of the parotid glands is primarily during eating and drinking; therefore, using all questions in both questionnaires might have changed the results.3 Was there a specific reason for choosing those questions only? Second, parotid stem cells are reported to be located in the vicinity of the Stensen duct.4 The authors chose to automatically delineate the stem cell region. However, this led to a large field to be spared and may have been the reason for statistically nonsignificant outcomes.

We think this may be a valuable study that could change routine practice and help minimize parotid toxicity. However, probably due to the selected questions from the questionnaires and the size of the delineated region of the parotid gland, the study may have resulted in nonsignificant findings. Nonetheless, the mean dose to the stem cell region seems important.

In Reply to Sari and Yazici

To the Editor: We thank Dr Sari and Dr Yazici for their interest1 in our double-blind randomized controlled trial testing the effect of stem cell sparing radiation therapy (RT).2

We fully agree that it would be very interesting to consider more toxicity outcomes, such as dysphagia or sticky saliva. Unfortunately, the number of events in our study was too small to allow drawing reliable conclusions. For example, 21 patients experienced physician-rated grade 2 dysphagia3 (8 events in the standard RT arm and 13 events in the stem cell sparing RT arm) and 22 patients experienced patient-rated moderate-to-severe sticky saliva4 (10 and 12 events, respectively, in the standard RT and stem cell sparing RT arm), both outcomes measured at 12 months after treatment. In addition, these prevalence rates were in line with earlier publications (Table 1). In conclusion, the number of events for these endpoints was insufficient to allow meaningful analyses. Moreover, they were not defined as secondary endpoint in advance.

We also agree that our automatic delineation of the stem cell rich (SCR) region likely reduced the power of our study. However, to our knowledge, currently no modality can
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image the cell population we aimed to spare in a clinical setting. In addition, at the time we designed our study, the performance of ductal imaging (eg, magnetic resonance imaging) was insufficient to reliably define the stem cell region. Therefore, we reverted to the definition developed in previous work, further optimized by using knowledge on anatomic information. However, this resulted in a structure that typically contained 25% to 35% of the parotid gland. Because larger volumes are harder to spare, further optimization of techniques to identify and contour the stem cell region may increase the effect of stem cell sparing on outcome. Nonetheless, intra-arm variation in dose to normal tissues inherently limits the power for detecting study arm differences, even after more exact delineation of the SCR region.

However, we would like to stress that despite these limitations, our multivariable analysis still showed a significant role for the SCR region in the development of radiation-induced xerostomia. Therefore, we will continue our research into the impact of this SCR region by further optimizing the definition of the SCR region using radiomics and machine learning techniques. We hope that our future research will further elucidate the role of the parotid gland SCR region and lead to improvement of clinical practice.
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